Marina Bay Sands Hotel & Sands SkyPark
Marina Bay Sands Hotel consists of three unique hotel towers crowned by the magnificent Sands
SkyPark. With over 2,500 rooms and suites, Marina Bay Sands Hotel is the biggest hotel in
Singapore and the most Instagrammed hotel in the world in 2017. The rooms offer spectacular views
of the South China Sea or Marina Bay and the Singapore skyline.

Marina Bay Sands Hotel at a Glance








2,561 rooms and suites over 55 floors
Includes 156 suites, 132 Club and 59 Grand Club rooms that offer luxurious accommodation and
complimentary all-day access to Club55 at Marina Bay Sands
Club55, the executive club lounge at Tower 2, Level 55, allows club and suite guests to enjoy
breakfast, afternoon tea and evening cocktails while enjoying panoramic city or garden views.
An array of dining experiences at the hotel include:
 Rise, an all-day international buffet restaurant, features sustainably-sourced produce
global and nightly themed dinners. It also offers an all-day a-la-carte menu.
 Renku, a bar and lounge serving all-day light bites, afternoon tea, wines and cocktails.
 Adrift by acclaimed California chef David Myers.
 Blossom a fine-dining Chinese restaurant
 SweetSpot, an espresso bar, bakery and cake shop.
 24-hour In-Room Dining, which offers an extensive menu selection.
Award-winning Banyan Tree Spa Marina Bay Sands is located at Tower 1, Level 55.
Banyan Tree Fitness Club provides gym facilities and yoga classes. It is located at Tower 2, Level
55.

Design Highlights




The hotel has sloping towers and straight legs connected at Level 23 to form a single building.
In hotel Tower 1, the slope is as steep as 26 degrees, making it one of the most complex hotels
ever built.
During its construction phase, Marina Bay Sands built one new hotel floor every four days, the
fastest pace ever for a development of this scale in Singapore.

The Best Views of Singapore – Sands SkyPark
The Sands SkyPark is an architectural masterpiece sitting on top of the three hotel towers at Marina
Bay Sands. This 1.2 hectare tropical oasis is longer than the Eiffel Tower and is tall and large enough
to park four-and-a-half A380 jumbo jets. It extends to form one of the world’s longest public
cantilevers.
Sands SkyPark:
 Built at the height of 200 metres;
 Its lush, landscaped gardens are home to 150 trees and 650 plants
 Offers a total of 12,400 square metres of space—big enough to fit three football fields
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A ticketed public observation deck that can host hundreds of people
Hotel guests have the exclusive use of a 150-metre infinity swimming pool, the world’s largest
outdoor pool at that height
Acclaimed restaurants include Spago by Wolfgang Puck, located at Tower 2, which offers
Californian cuisine with global accents
LAVO Italian restaurant and rooftop bar sits at Tower 1, offering a ‘vibe dining’ experience
complete with a luxurious lounge and exciting nightlife programming including live DJ sets.
Atop Tower 3 sits CÉ LA VI, the über-cool lounge/restaurant that is hailed as the leading lifestyle
destination in Asia.
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